
Phoneme-grapheme correspondences and a Manchester accent 

 

Introduction: 

This page is a brief guide to phoneme-grapheme correspondences for English spoken 

with a Manchester accent. It is intended as a resource for teachers and other 

professionals involved in phonics-based literacy teaching. Further detail on the aims 

of the website and the relevance of accent variation to phonics is provided in the 

Introduction to the website.  

This page outlines the major distinguishing characteristics of a Manchester accent and 

how these translate into phoneme-grapheme correspondences. Comparisons with RP 

are made at certain points, in order to facilitate adaptation of RP-based materials.  

The accent described here is one typical of  Manchester and much of the immediate 

surrounding area. It does not cover the rhotic accent which may be found to the north 

of Manchester in, for example, Rochdale, Blackburn and Preston. (A rhotic accent is 

one where the ‘r’ in a word such as cart would be pronounced, so the sequence of 

sounds before the /t/ sounds different from that before the /m/ in the word calm.) 

Neither does it cover accents to the west where, as in a Liverpool accent, the words fir 

and fair may be homophones (i.e. sound the same). As discussed in the Introduction 

to the website, there may be variation both between speakers and also within one 

individual’s speech as to whether particular features occur. 

 

Symbols: IPA symbols are used for phonemes (between // brackets). In addition, the 

symbols used for phonemes in the DfES publication Playing with sounds: a 

supplement to Progression in Phonics (2004) are added in parentheses (NLS). 

Symbols between angled brackets (<>) indicate letters or letter strings (graphemes).  

 

Vowel phonemes which are discussed in some detail in the text, as they differ from 

RP in a way relevant to phoneme-grapheme correspondences, are highlighted.  



VOWELS 

A. The vowel system of a Manchester accent: 
 
vowel (NLS 

symbol) 
example 
word 

 vowel (NLS 
symbol) 

example 
word 

 vowel (NLS 
symbol) 

example 
word 

           
/ɪ/ (i) sit  /iː/ (ee) sheep  /eɪ/ (ae) day 

/ɛ/ (e) bed  /uː/ (ue) soon  /aɪ/ (ie) tie 

/a/ (a) cat  /ɑː/ (ar) calm  /ɔɪ/ (oy) toy 

/ɒ/ (o) lot  /ɔː/ (au)* four  /əʊ/ (oe) show 

/ʊ/ (oo) put  /ɜː/ (ur) bird  /aʊ/ (ow) clown 
        /ɪə/ (ear) here 

/ə/ (er) banana      /eə/ (air) chair 
        /ʊə/ (ure) sure 

* the symbol /or/ is used for some of the words in this set in NLS 1999 

 

(i) /ʊ/ (NLS /oo/) and /ʌ/ (NLS /u/) 
 
1. For many Manchester speakers (and speakers of other Northern accents) word such 
as put, could, foot, hut, cud, putt all have an /ʊ/ (NLS /oo/) vowel (although the 
actual pronunciation of the vowel may differ slightly between speakers). 
 
Graphemes which represent this sound include: 
 
<u> as in  pull, sugar, cut, sun 
<oo> as in good, foot, blood 
<o> as in wolf, month, son 
<ou> as in should, young 
<oe> as in does 
 
A table of example words containing this phoneme is given below (Table 1).  
 
For these speakers, all the words, both in 1a and 1b, would have the same vowel (/ʊ/ 
(NLS /oo/). There would be no /ʌ/ (NLS /u/) in their vowel system, and no distinction 
made between the upper and lower halves of the list. (This is not the case in RP, 
where /ʊ/ is used in the words in 1a only, and /ʌ/ in the words in 1b.) 



Table 1: /ʊ/ (NLS /oo/) and /ʌ/ (NLS /u/) 
 
 <u> <oo>  <ou> <o> <oe> 
1a   †    
 put good look should wolf  
 full wood book could woman  
 pull stood cook would   
 bull foot took    
 push wool     
 sugar      
 cushion      
       
1b       
 cut blood  enough money does 
 hut flood  young month  
 putt    son  
 cud    mother  
 sun    come  
 luck    Monday  
 tuck      

† see discussion on /uː/ (NLS /ue/) below 

 
2. For other speakers in Manchester the vowel in the words hut, cud and putt differs 
from that in put, could, foot. In this case there will be an additional vowel, /ʌ/ (NLS 
/u/), in this system (although the realisation (pronunciation) of this vowel may differ 
from the vowel an RP speaker would use in these words). For these speakers it would 
normally be this vowel /ʌ/ which would be used in the lower set of words (1b) in 
Table 1. The vowel /ʊ/ (NLS /oo/) would be used in the words in the upper half (1a).  

As can be seen from Table 1, both /ʊ/ and /ʌ/ (when the speaker has this vowel) can 
be represented by the same letters or letter strings, with the exception of <oe> in does 
(although most words containing a /ʌ/ are spelt with a <u> (Carney, 1994)). 

 
3. A third possibility is that a speaker will use the /ə/ vowel (NLS /er/) in the words in 
1b. In this case, the two vowels in the word cutter, for example, would both be /ə/. 
For this third group of speakers, /ə/ appears in stressed position in a word, and the 
letters/letter strings in 1b would represent this phoneme in this position. This is in 
addition to the large number of graphemes appropriate in a Manchester, RP or other 
accents when the schwa /ə/ is unstressed (e.g. <e> in wooden, <a> in banana, <u> in 
circus, <er> in sister). For these speakers also, the vowel /ʊ/ (NLS /oo/) would be 
used in the words in the upper half (1a). 

There is therefore a considerable degree of variation between speakers with regard to 
the vowels /ʊ/, /ʌ/ and /ə/, and also possible variation in an individual’s speech. 



(ii) /ʊə/ (NLS /ure/) 

This vowel historically is merging with the /ɔː/ (NLS /au/) vowel in many English 
accents. It might still be found for some speakers in a few words, possibly, for 
example, in one or more of the following words: 
<ure> sure, cure 
<our> tour 
<oor> poor 
  
 

B. Some phoneme - grapheme correspondences and sample word lists: 

(i) /a/ (NLS /a/) 
 
<a> <a> <au> 
cat bath laugh 
clap grass draughts 
mad ask aunt* 
ham castle  
man after  
maths branch  
gas dance  
thank answer  
lamp example  

* some speakers may have an /ɑː/ (NLS /ar/) rather than an /a/ in this word 

The words in all three columns would for most speakers contain an /a/ (unlike in RP, 
where the words in the second and third columns are produced with an /ɑː/).  Thus in 
the second column, where <a> is followed either by (a) an /m/ or /n/ as the first 
consonant in a consonant cluster or by (b) /θ s f/, it represents /a/, not /ɑː/. 

 

(ii) /ɑː/ (NLS /ar/) 

This vowel is very commonly represented by the grapheme <ar>  
 
<ar> <al> <a> <ear> <er> 
car palm father heart clerk 
start calm rather  sergeant 
garden half tomato   
sharp  banana   
farm     
party     

 



(iii) /ɒ/ (NLS /o/) 
 
<o> <o> <a> <au> 
lot one swan sausage 
stop nothing was cauliflower 
doll none what  
off once wash  
gone  want  
  squabble  
  salt  

Words containing a /ɒ/ are usually spelt with a <o>. The /ɒ/ which occurs after a /w/ 
is usually spelt with an <a>. Speakers may have a /ʌ/ or /ʊ/ in some or all of the 
words in the second column, which all contain an /ʌ/ in RP.  
 
 
(iv) /uː/ (NLS /ue/) 
 
<u..e> <ue> <oo> <o> <ou> <ew> 
tune blue soon do group new 
rude true moon to wound few 
huge clue cool who  flew 
rule  food   crew 
  loop    
  room    

Several other graphemes are possible also. 

The words noted above (†) in Table 1 may for some speakers have a /uː/ vowel. These 
are words where <oo> is followed by <k> (e.g. book). 

 

(v) stressed and unstressed vowels 
In unstressed prefixes such as con- (com-), ex- and ad-, a full rather than a reduced 
vowel would tend to be used: 
 /ɒ/ (rather than /ə/) in computer, confirm 
/e/ (rather than /ɪ/) in examine, experiment 
/a/ (rather than /ə/) in advantage, advice 
 
 
(vi) unstressed final /ɪ/ 

In a Manchester accent an /ɪ/ is used in words ending in <y> (or <ee>), where the 
vowel is unstressed and with no consonant following. Examples are lovely, busy, 
coffee and the -ly morpheme, as in happily. 



 

CONSONANTS 

A. Inventory: 

The inventory of consonant phonemes is as it is in RP. There is, for example, /w/, as 
in was, witch, which, where, but no /ʍ/ (NLS 1999 /wh/), as there is in some accents 
in the last two examples. 

For many Manchester speakers, however, there may be no /h/ phoneme, so that 
lexical words such as hat, happy, hear, hurriedly, have no /h/ at the start. 

 

B. Distribution: 

The sequence of letters <ng> would for many speakers often or always represent /ŋɡ/ 
(not /ŋ/), i.e. it would end in a /ɡ/:   

 
sing  /sɪŋɡ/    
rang  /raŋɡ/ 
song  /sɒŋɡ/ 
singer  /sɪŋɡə/ 
singing  /sɪŋɡɪŋɡ / (or /sɪŋɡɪn/) 
humming /hʊmɪŋɡ/ (or /hʊmɪn/) 
 
This may also be the case before another consonant phoneme: thus sings may be 
/sɪŋɡz/ or /sɪŋz/.  
 
There may be considerable variation within one individual’s speech as to whether a 
/ɡ/ is produced or not. 
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